This paper demonstrates that the framing of post-war Kowloon Walled City through photos has been dominated by the maps commonly used to represent this Chinese enclave in colonial Hong Kong as a place. Inspired by and extending Wylie's (2009) argument that emptiness and presence are equally important, this paper uses basic GIS techniques and hitherto unpublished archival materials to help (a) argues that the colonial government's mindset of clearly defining the spatial boundary of the city, which is a subtle admission of an officially and diplomatically denied otherness in ownership, created the city as a quasi-cadastral unit; and (b) explains how this shaped the framing of the landscape of the city by promoting investment and trade in high-rise housing development units.
Introduction
Built with a garden in the style of a traditional Chinese landscaped enclave, May 1899 and refused to withdraw on the grounds that they were threatening the defence of the colony. Militarily weak, the Manchu Government 3 acquiesced in this incursion, but the succeeding Republican government insisted that the KWC was Chinese territory.
2 "The facts are that after the conclusion of the Convention, steps were taken by the Hong Kong Government to assume British control over the new territory. In April 1899.
The British party met with armed resistance in the village of Kowloon and a certain amount of fighting and violence took place before the British position was established.
We were satisfied that this resistance was attributable to the Chinese authorities in Canton and we decided not to permit the resumption of Chinese civil authority in
Kowloon." CO129/544/14, 1933 file disclosed to the public in 1984. 3 Manchu is the name of the ethnic group. Figure   5 .)
It could be said that it is natural for writers to take pictures of the KWC from public roads and trace its boundaries according to government maps in their efforts to present an image of the settlement. Upon further reflection, these exercises in 'gazing' were conditioned by the public works of the government in building roads along or close to the actual walls of the KWC and government maps that retained the alignment of the walls. Therefore, the more profound question is why the government preserved on its maps the alignments of the walls, while the official position of the colonial administration was that it was just another piece of Crown land in Hong Kong, in which case it would have ceased to be a place formally demarcated on the map. The idea is that the persistence of the boundary of the KWC in maps may reflect the government's apparent uncertainty over its ownership rights. The boundaries of the KWC thus set the spatial limits of its effective, as opposed to its claimed sovereignty. In other words, the government defined the KWC as a special zone within which its rights differed from those outside it.
Theoretical understanding of government zoning and private property
When the government encircles on a plan a specific area for whatever planning purpose, it zones and defines that area as a planning unit which can become also a cadastral unit if this unit is treated as de jure private property. If property in a planning unit is treated as illegal, then due to the risk of planning enforcement the value of the property within the unit would be lower than the case where it is treated as de jure. Property value of a flat here (on average about 300 to 400 square feet) was about 30%
cheaper than one of a similar size controlled by government building laws outside the City The theoretical proposition of this paper is: that for development within any unit, the greater the constancy of its official boundary, the more its status is enhanced as a de facto cadastral unit -with the resulting illegal development becoming private property. Government mapping of the perimeter of KWC on its plans creates it as a cadastral entity by defining it as a unit of planning of a peculiar sort. Namely one where government will not clear de jure illegal development. Such a cadastral boundary has a great impact on the landscape of the planning unit itself and its adjoining zones. A boundary of a place is the border of discontinuity that both segregates it from the 'outside' and serves as the front where it interacts with that 'outside'. Private property has a locationally clearly delineated, enclosing boundary recognized as de jure.
It is the natural unit of planning. A place not so enclosed cannot be private property or a planning unit.
A succession of maps showing an encirclement policy
The 
Figures 1 and 2 about here
Although the perennial official stand of the colonial government was that the KWC was de jure Hong Kong territory, it did not demolish its walls or after the Japanese conqueror destroyed these walls disregard their original boundaries. All colonial plans made at different stages always respected the KWC's boundaries irrespective of proposed developments or non-developments. This is not to say that the government was passive due to actual limitations on its rights. It adopted a conscious policy of encirclement and buffer zoning when clearance was impossible because of diplomatic pressure. 
Figure 4 about here
Of great symbolic significance was that the confidential files all described the wall-less settlement as the "Kowloon Walled City," which indicated that the government still remembered the walls as its proper boundary, even though the Japanese had destroyed them. In a sense, this refusal to forget was essential in order to not annoy the Chinese Government, which had said nothing about the quiet annexation and conversion of Area D. As a tacit quid pro quo perhaps, the colonial government reluctantly refrained from taking action to clear a strip of housing development on Crown land between the original eastern wall and Tung Ching Road. This strip was officially called the "sensitive zone"
and mapped on the Scheme drawing.
The Nunnery Scheme was interesting, as the plan for the KWC itself was one of "non-planning". Its significance was one of recollecting the footprint of the KWC in the minds of the officials involved, but which in itself did not produce the final landscape of the KWC as a cubical mass of housing that became infamous in the media and the subject of this paper.
When the Scheme was devised, the KWC was a medium rise shanty town with of two to three-storey buildings. From the air, it was not easy to distinguish the proper area of the KWC from the squatter areas in Areas A or B, although C was set apart by Tung Ching Road. The government continued not enforcing any planning or building law regarding development or redevelopment within the KWC. At one point, it was hoped that the residents living inside the KWC and the general public, seeing the environmentally far superior public housing blocks in the four zones under the Scheme, would agree to a whole-scale redevelopment of the KWC into public housing as well. 10 Such wishful thinking did not 10 To maintain an air of ultimate control, an officer of the colonial government expressed the wishful thinking that, D having been accomplished, the Scheme formed "a cordon insanitaire" around three sides of the Walled City" (Colonial Secretary 1976: Minute 9 dated 21 June 1972) AND the public (including residents of the KWC), upon the completion of the Nunnery Scheme, would demand that the government intervene to remove it as a source of negative externalities. The rationale was that the KWC would become "an isolated slum, surrounded by modern buildings" (Colonial meet with actual support from KWC residents who led a life relatively free from state regulation, especially those who had business operations.
When developers made deals with the residents of the KWC to construct 12 to 13-storey high-rise residential blocks made of reinforced concrete, the government was initially alarmed, fearing a collapse of these buildings and of aircraft on descent into Kai Tak crashing into them and causing a big disaster. Intervention by way of clearing the KWC on the basis of avoiding a major human disaster (due for example to "building collapse", "aircraft crash", "outbreak of disease" and "large scale vice and crime") was proposed with some eagerness, but this did not meet with
London's approval. 
Discussion and conclusion
The forces that shaped and reshaped the landscape of the KWC are an excellent case study for theorizing property rights, landscape planning, and conservation in the colonial and post-colonial contexts. In particular, it is an excellent laboratory of attempts by the state vis-a-vis ordinary people to control the physical appearance of a Chinese settlement under unclear property rights due to international disputes. Such attempts were top-down measures which could erase memories of the past via landscaping in the name of slum clearance with an interim measure of "planning the unplanned". These attempts were subsequently qualified by a desire for public housing redevelopment for the poor and the hope of conserving something worthy of memory for those who resided in the KWC.
Superficially, all three attempts to plan for the KWC in 1920, 1933, and the 1960s envisaged homogenous uses. The first try was to transform a rural farming area into a town with a grid iron pattern.
The second was to convert the KWC into a park with the walled city inside it. The third, the Nunnery Scheme, sought to produce a vast public housing area with the KWC as the last of a five-phase planning scheme. Upon closer analysis, as described above, the last two schemes retained the alignment of the KWC's walls with the zone boundary of the settlement as a planning unit that was, in fact, 
